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On the Requirements of Knowledge Transfer Using Information Systems:
A Schema Whereby Such Transfer Is Enhanced
David Vance
Jim Eynon
Department of Management (MIS)
Southern Illinois University
Abstract
New technology offers the promise of transferring knowledge within organizations. While the technology is
new, ideas about the knowledge itself and its importance are not. This paper argues that ideas from reference
disciplines about knowledge are useful and necessary to successful implementations. In particular it is
proposed that information’s warrant be explicitly recognized and considered in designing KMS. Some
practical suggestions are offered for accomplishing this.

Introduction
Knowledge management has attracted a tremendous interest in both the practitioner and academic communities. The interest
of researchers is evidenced by the recent large number of articles, books, special issues and conference tracks. Corporate
spending demonstrates the interest of practicing managers. It has been estimated that knowledge management consulting
revenues will increase to $4.5 billion by 1999 (Wall Street Journal, 1996).
Is knowledge management a fad, or something that will stand the test of time as an objective within organizations? Senge
(1994) points out that the “attention span” for new ideas in organizations is only a year or two. If results don’t manifest
themselves quickly managers move on to the next new idea. The truth is that thinking about knowledge and knowledge
management is not new at all, but dates back at least twenty centuries. We contend that ideas from reference disciplines, though
neglected in the current wave of interest, are applicable and important to understanding and having success with knowledge
management in organizations.

The Importance of Knowledge
Penrose (1959), and Nelson and Winter (1982) tell us that firms differ because they hold different knowledge. According
to Winter (1988) a firms knowledge “...involves idiosyncratic features that distinguish it even from superficially similar firms
in the same line(s) of business.” It is readily observable that not only does knowledge differ across firms but that it is unevenly
distributed within firms. According to Davenport and Prusak (1998) knowledge in firms is incomplete, asymmetrical, and local.
Boisot (1995) says that it: “...information is mostly local, asymmetrically distributed, and sometimes only tenuously connected
with the events it purports to describe; people interpret it in different ways.” Organizations go to considerable lengths to
overcome this knowledge “clumpiness” by holding meetings, writing policy and procedure manuals, having employees travel,
restructuring, implementing MIS, and so on. They do these things in an attempt to move knowledge from where it is to where
it can be applied to leverage objectives. In spite of all the effort, knowledge transfer within firms remains mostly a matter of
happenstance. Hewlett-Packard CEO Lew Platt put it simply: “If HP knew what HP knows, we would be three times as
profitable” (as quoted in Davenport and Prusak, 1998).
Moving knowledge to the place and time at which it can be profitably applied is the promise and the challenge of knowledge
management information systems (KMS). Technology enables us to connect thousands of employees who would otherwise
never meet each other. It can further provide a stable repository to connect people across time. To make use of technology
though, we must have a clear idea of what to put into KMS. Implementers need to know what knowledge is and how it is formed
in the minds of those who would use it.

The Nature of Knowledge
Recent literature has introduced a bewildering number of new definitions of knowledge. These range from the simply
inadequate such as “knowledge is the accumulation of information” (Lauden and Lauden, 1995) to definitions that confuse by
mixing knowledge with processes that create, store, or use it (e.g. Davenport and Prusak, 1998; Nonaka and Takeuchi, 1995).
But to manage knowledge with information systems we need to understand what it is, its nature. Only then will we be able to
better store it and move it across space and time.
Many of the recent definitions of knowledge ignore the foundations upon which the western intellectual tradition is built.
The nature of knowledge has been a central concern of science since Plato defined knowledge as “justified true belief.”1 In doing
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so he imposed three conditions for a person A to have knowledge of a proposition P. P must be true (the truth condition). A must
believe that P is true (the belief condition). A’s belief that P is true must be justified (the justification condition).
This definition of knowledge worked well for over 2500 years until Gettier (1963) pointed out that a person may believe
something that is not true, but that this belief may in turn cause her to believe something else that is true though, in this case,
there is no justification. Therefore, by definition the person cannot have knowledge even though they have true belief. One of
the best solutions to the Gettier problem of false justification has been formulated by Alvin Plantinga, who conceives of
knowledge as warranted true belief. Warrant is that quality enough of which along with truth and belief, produces knowledge.
The conditions for warrant are that it has been (1) produced by cognitive faculties that are working properly (functioning as they
ought to, subject to no cognitive dysfunction), (2) in a cognitive environment that is appropriate for those cognitive faculties
(3) the segment of the design plan governing the production of that belief is aimed at the production of true beliefs and (4) there
is a high statistical probability that the belief produced under those conditions will be true (Plantinga, 1993). Note that knowledge
is to be defined as warranted true belief.

Transferring Knowledge
Researchers generally agree that communication is a process in which a sender encodes information, transmits it across a
channel which is subject to some amount of noise, where it is collected and decoded by a receiver (Shannon and Weaver, 1963;
Mason, 1995; Boisot, 1995). To transfer knowledge we need to replace the notion of information with that of knowledge.
Knowledge is different from “information” in that knowledge involves the cognitive state of the holder (belief) and invokes the
notions of truth and warrant. It is implicit in our argument, and indeed, explicit in the epistemology literature, that knowledge
is not and cannot be contained in a communications channel, but rather occurs in the human mind. The objective is to change
the knowledge in the mind of the receiver(s). To do this, factors of warrant must be transferred along with the target information.
We can write the transfer function as an equation:
1
0
K = [( I x Wsystem x BWsource ) + (K x Wreceiver)]
1
Where K is the new amount of knowledge held by the receiver
o
K is the amount of original knowledge held by the receiver
Wsystem is the warrant of the knowledge management system itself
B is a number 0 < B < 1 that modifies the value of warrant assigned to the provider
Wsource is the warrant of the knowledge provider
I is the target information to be transferred
1
0
The goal of a knowledge management system is to maximize the increase in the knowledge of the receiver: DK = K - K
. In this equation information and warrant are separate. The normative implication is that by making this distinction explicit,
the receiver is better able to formulate her own warrant, which is the objective. Put another way, when information and warrant
are explicitly separated, yet transmitted together, the receiver has basis to understand the whys as well as the whats. To achieve
new knowledge the receiver must form a warranted true belief.

Transferring Warrant
To effectively transfer knowledge, KMS designers have to answer two questions. First, how should the justification that
exists in the mind of the knowledge owner be represented so that it induces warranted true belief in the mind of the receiver?
Second, how these insights can ease the knowledge elicitation and coding burden?
The answer to the first questions depends of course on the situation, but Plantinga’s factors of warrant provide a generalized
solution. The system should encode the stuff of warrant. This includes
1. Proof that the knowledge owner (person, group, system, and the like) is functioning properly. In particular the KMS should
transfer meta-information about the assumptions of the knowledge providing source.
2. Indications of a conducive environment. Most importantly this includes information about the context in which the
knowledge is known to be valid.
3. Evidence that the knowledge provider’s system is aimed at truth. In practice this means that the receiver needs to know that
the provider was free from unsanitary influences (Pressures of various types including political and self interest)
4. Verification of statistical probability. The receiver should be able to discern the generalizablility of the information from
the transmitted warrant.
How much of the above should be coded is situational. In general it depends on the desired reach and range of the KMS.
People that work in close cognitive proximity to each other are more likely to be able to share knowledge. Within the same
discipline, or closely related fields, When the plan for a KMS includes reaching across geographical distance more explicit
warrant is necessary to transfer knowledge. Greater geographical reach requires more explicit warrant because there is an
implicit unfamiliarity with the source. Cultural, economic and political realities for the knowledge sender may be vastly different
form those of the receiver. Therefore, arrant must be more explicit in terms of its assumptions.
If the KMS is to provide knowledge within cognitively similar areas but across time there is a greater requirement for the
sender to detail the context of her warrant, because absent time travel, the sender’s reality is unreachable by the receiver. Warrant
must be codified in such a way as to provide the receiver with more fidelity to make up for the inability to either experience the
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sender’s reality or reference a cognitively close individual who has. In yet another instantiation, we remove the previous
condition of shared cognition. That is, we address transfer of knowledge across disciplines and functions. Here we see a more
difficult case, for we can no longer assume a shared Weltanshauung. Because of this, great care must be taken to explicate, in
common parlance, the various factors of warrant, their inter-relationship with the tenets of the home discipline, and the areas
of ignorance (reducible and non-reducible) of which the sender is aware.
However, these insights into the nature of knowledge and its transfer can also ease the codification burden. That is, there
are many situations in which simply knowing the identity of the source of a piece of information is sufficient to create warrant
in the receiver. Within closely allied areas, where there exist acknowledged experts, it is reasonable that a receiver should be
able to form a warranted belief based upon knowing the information came from such an expert. Similarly, if the source of
information is familiar and routine such as from a transaction processing system, warranted belief can be reasonably formed for
pieces of information based on a general knowledge of the system that creates them. In this way factors of warrant are applicable
to many pieces of information and need not be created for every instance. Systems designers must recognize that in addition
to information KMS should transmit as much of the knowledge owner’s warrant as necessary to form justified true belief in the
mind of the receiver. Conceptually this is facilitated by treating the warrant separately from the target information and
considering the scope of the application and the characteristics of the intended users.
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